Video Streaming Based on Blockchain State Channel with IoT Camera
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Abstract
This paper proposes a system that provides video streaming services from the Internet of Media Things using blockchain and cryptocurrency (token). The user pays the token by the contract terms of the smart contract written on the blockchain through the distributed application (DApp). The IP camera, which is paid the token, streams the taken video to the user in real-time. To investigate the possibility of a blockchain camera streaming service, we upload a smart contract for streaming service on Ethereum-based blockchain, and ERC20 tokens necessary for the transaction are created and implemented. To overcome the slow trading speed and the disability of proper refunding, the off-chain transaction, one of the blockchain scaling techniques, was applied and implemented in the system.
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1 Introduction

As Industry 4.0 entered, the Internet of Things (IoT) and the blockchain emerged as the core technology of this new age. The IoT market has grown by an average of 22.6% each year due to the introduction of various IoT services [1]. The blockchain is also increasing due to blockchain 2.0, enabling contracts to be established and implemented through the smart contract. The Internet of Things and the blockchain are growing fast, but each has a problem to be solved.

At present, the IoT system is mainly implemented in a centralised form, and the interconnection is so low. One of the reasons for such low interconnectivity is the lack of interoperability [2]. The lack of interoperability is because Internet service providers or device makers commonly use no standard APIs or data formats. Therefore, most of the Internet services currently being provided are centralised services in-home IoT. This lack of interoperability can be resolved by standardising APIs and data formats used for inter-things communication.

Another reason for interfering with interconnectivity is the lack of a service that can securely share things (devices). Even if the interoperability problem is solved by establishing a standard, there is no way to share things one user owns with others. To solve this problem, we need to provide proper means to share things or their functionalities with other people for some time during which they do not use their things.

Most blockchain DApps currently have little difference in user experience compared to existing Internet-based services. Therefore, users use the existing Internet-based services that have proven to be reliable, rather than using the services provided by a DApp with the effort of purchasing the cryptocurrencies and installing a crypto-currency wallet supported by the DApp. Blockchain killer content and service development combining the strengths of the blockchain with the actual demands of the user will benefit both the service provider and the consumer.

Previous works combine technologies for the Internet of Media Things and blockchain [3–5]. They, however, lack counting on the error-resilient design against any unexpected service interruption.

This paper proposes a novel media service and system, which combines the features and advantages of the Internet of Things and blockchain technology. By combining the blockchain trading system with the Internet of Things, a camera (thing), the owner can share the resource of the camera with other people or things when not using their camera. The user pays tokens
(cryptocurrency) to watch the scene being taken by the camera. This paper proposes a usage scenario in which the camera scene is streamed for a time corresponding to the token paid and introduces the result of implementing the scenario. The design considers the off-chain transaction method to overcome the slow transaction speed of blockchain and enable refunds for incomplete services.

The composition of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses existing off-chain transaction techniques, and Section 3 explains a blockchain-based IoT camera video streaming scenario based on the state channel transaction method. In Section 4, we describe the blockchain-based IoT camera streaming system. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Off-Chain Transactions

Off-chain transactions denote trading outside the main blockchain. There are two reasons for using off-chain transactions [6].

The first reason is scalability. The block size is fixed, and there is a limit to the number of transactions processed per second. Therefore, if small transactions occur frequently, the number of queued transactions will increase, causing bottlenecks. Therefore, small and frequent transactions must be processed off-chain, and only the final result of the transaction is registered on the main blockchain [7].

The second reason is speed. Unlike general banking systems, blockchain transactions require a consensus process and take a long time to be confirmed. Use cases that require real-time processing are difficult to implement through blockchain. Off-chain transactions, e.g., state channels, sidechains, and childchains, are techniques to overcome these limitations of blockchain. This section discusses the three existing off-chain technologies and discusses the best off-chain methods for IoT camera video streaming systems.

2.1 State Channel

The state channel method is a method of creating a separate channel between traders. Some money is deposited in the (bank) smart contract of the main blockchain. There is no fee for any transaction occurring on an off-chain state channel, and there is no limit to the number of transactions. Figure 1 shows a sequence diagram of the basic process of trading tokens using the Raiden Network, one of the Ethereum-based state channel solutions [8].
User A and user B deposit some tokens (e.g., six tokens from user A and three tokens from user B) to the bank contract in the main blockchain (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). The bank contract verifies the deposit and opens an off-chain trading channel for users A and B (Figure 1.3). On the off-chain trading channel, user A sends two tokens to user B and then three tokens to send a total of five tokens (Figures 1.4 and 1.5). As a result, user A has one token left, and user B has eight tokens. Then, user B sends four tokens back to user A so that user A has five tokens and user B has four tokens (Figure 1.6). After the transaction, users A and B send their balances to the bank contract on the main blockchain, respectively (Figures 1.7 and 1.8). The bank contract verifies that the sum of user A and user B shares is equal to the sum of the shares before opening the chain (Figure 1.9).

Currently, representative solutions for state channels include Bitcoin's Lightning Network and Ethereum's Raiden Network. Transactions on the off-chain have the advantage of being made almost instantaneously with RESTful APIs. In addition, all off-chain transactions are secured by using hash values created by users’ private keys. After the off-chain transaction is completed, the main blockchain goes through checking the result of the transaction once again, enabling secure transactions.

2.2 Sidechain

A sidechain is a way to create a separate blockchain that is connected to the main blockchain. There is a point of contact between the main blockchain and the sidechain, a bridge, and periodically updates transactions in the sidechain to the main blockchain. The sidechain can set independent properties without
The sidechain operation is shown in Figure 2. The process of each user depositing some money in the bank contract of the main blockchain is omitted for brevity.

User A sends five tokens to user B (Figure 2.1), and user A sends three tokens to user C in the sidechain (Figure 2.2). When the sidechain meets the transaction history update cycle, the sidechain updates the transaction history on the main blockchain (Figure 2.3). User B then sends four tokens to user A (Figure 2.4) and three tokens to user C (Figure 2.5), then user C sends two tokens to user A (Figure 2.6). Since the transaction history update cycle is back, the sidechain will update the transaction history on the main blockchain (Figure 2.7). Updating transaction details in the sidechain to the main blockchain can be set differently for each sidechain, such as uploading periodically in one transaction or updating each critical event.

The most actively used sidechain solution is the Loom Network, which is widely used as a blockchain for games. The Rootstock project is also a sidechain that enables the use of smart contract features through Bitcoin. Since a sidechain is also a blockchain, a consensus process and a block generation process are required. All transactions are done through the blockchain, ensuring safety.
2.3 Child Chain

The child chain refers to a child blockchain connected to a parent chain (main blockchain). A child chain can have other descendant chains with a tree structure. The parent chain only has a block header hash of the child chain. The child chain updates the block header hash in the parent chain with a specific block generation cycle [11]. Therefore, to search for transactions occurring in the child chain, it is possible to search down the tree structure through the hash of block headers recorded in the chains.

Figure 3 shows how the child chain records transactions. There are blockchains A and B, the child chains of the main blockchain, and blockchain A has blockchain C, the child chain. Figure 3 has a tree structure consisting of three layers, including the main blockchain. The block’s hash containing the transactions in the blockchain C is recorded in transaction 4 of the blockchain A block. Blockchain A and Blockchain B also include the transactions that occurred in their blockchains and write the hash of the block’s header to one of the transactions in the main blockchain.

A child chain can also have its child chain, taking the form of a tree structure. As the child chain tree becomes deeper and continues to be created, transactions per second (TPS) can be infinitely extended. A typical solution is Plasma running on Ethereum.
2.4 Comparisons of Off-Chain Transaction Methods

We choose the most appropriate technology for the proposed IoT camera video streaming system among the abovementioned three off-chain methods. The items to compare are the transaction speed and the possibility of refund in case of error. When streaming video, it should be possible to divide the video packet into smaller units (e.g. one second) to make transactions in real-time. In the event of a network error or failure of video streaming, only the last transaction up to that moment should be recorded.

The off-chain technology that can perform transactions at the fastest speed is the state channel method. The state channel can complete transactions in real-time using a RESTful API on the channel between traders. Therefore, once a channel is established, transaction processing is possible in real-time regardless of the TPS of the main block. The sidechain can speed up the transaction by setting the consensus process and block creation rate. Still, it is difficult to process as fast as the state channel supporting real-time transactions because all transactions must be written to the block. Child chains, like sidechains, process transactions at a similar speed to sidechains because all transactions must be recorded in blocks. However, the deeper the blockchain tree, the more transactions are registered on the main blockchain, so it takes longer to finalise than the sidechain. In addition, the state channel method is more robust to service errors than the sidechain or child chain, where all transactions are recorded in the block.

3 State Channel Scenario for IoT Camera Video Streaming System

We used the Raiden network based on the Ethereum network to create a state channel for IoT camera video streaming.

Figure 4 shows the scenario of applying Raiden Network to the IoT camera video streaming system proposed in this paper. We skipped the process of asking the user for the cost per hour of streaming service through DApp and getting the streaming address from the camera contract. We assume that the cost of receiving streams from Camera_1 is three tokens per second. Currently, the user has decided to receive streaming for 30 seconds from Camera_1.

The smart contracts of the user and the camera each send a deposit to the bank contract on the main blockchain to open the state channel. To receive video streaming for 30 seconds (3 tokens/s), the user deposits
100 tokens, more than 90 tokens (Figure 4.1). The camera’s smart contract deposits ten tokens to establish a channel (Figure 4.2). After confirming the deposit, the bank contract opens the state channel (Figure 4.3). The user starts transmitting three tokens per second over the state channel (Figure 4.4). After confirming the token deposit, the camera’s smart contract instructs the camera to stream (Figure 4.5), and the camera starts streaming one second of video (Figure 4.6). The user continues to transmit three tokens per second (Figures 4.7, 4.9, 4.11, 4.13), and the camera continues to stream one second of video (Figures 4.8, 4.10, 4.12, 4.14). If the token transfer is interrupted for some unexpected reason (Figure 4.15), the smart contract will immediately stop streaming (Figure 4.16). The user and the camera’s smart contract send their proof of equity to the bank contract on the main blockchain (Figures 4.17, 4.18). Bank contracts verify their shares and close the state channel (Figure 4.19).

Existing blockchains take a considerable time for transactions to be registered and agreed upon in a block. However, video streaming services using Raiden Network can execute the transaction in real-time, so it doesn’t pay for
the service at once. As a result, errors can be detected and reacted in real-time. If the token is continuously transmitted through the state channel and the token transmission continues, the service provider continues the service. If an unexpected situation occurs and the token transmission is stopped, the service provider may stop streaming immediately. Because the video keeps being transmitted as long as the token is received, no refund process is needed for the unexpected service interruption. Also, if the service provider does not provide the video service properly, the user can stop the token transfer immediately.

4 Implementation of IoT Camera Video Streaming System

The following items must be configuring the IoT camera video streaming system, IP cameras, camera’s smart contracts, a bank contract, a DApp, and tokens that comply with the ERC20 Standard. The structure of the IoT video streaming system is shown in Figure 5.

Two IP cameras are shooting in different locations, and each camera is connected to a smart contract on their Etherium blockchain. Each smart contract and the DApp are bound to a bank contract to make deposits, open/close an off-chain channel, and confirm the final balances. The DApp, which controls two cameras, allows users to communicate with the camera of their choice. The IoT camera video streaming system was implemented on the Etherium Robsten test net.

The cryptocurrency required for the service transaction was newly created as Media Thing Token (MTT), conforming to the ERC20 Standard. Figure 6
shows the MTT information uploaded to the Etherium Robsten test net. The information indicates that 10,000 MTTs have been created, ten owners are currently issued, and 96 transactions have occurred.

As shown in Figure 7, two IP cameras were set to take the campus and the laboratory scenes. The IP cameras start streaming when they receive commands from the DApp.

We implemented the DApp that connects two IP cameras to smart contracts. The DApp supports transactions between users and smart contracts. The Web3 library was used to call the smart contract function according to the user’s behaviour. It receives the payment through the `getVideoURL_CostPerMinute()` function defined in the MPEG-IoMT International Standard [12] and receives the address of the Etherium wallet through
the `getWalletAddress()` function [13]. Finally, the token is sent through the
`sendTokens()` function [13]. The DApp also controls IP cameras connected.
At this time, the `getVideoURL()` function defined in the MPEG-IoMT is used
for requesting streaming to the IP camera [12].

Figure 8 shows an example implementation of the `sendTokens()` and
`getVideoURL()` functions among the functions used to configure the DApp.
The `sendTokens()` function passes the number of tokens that the user has for
the bank contract. The video streaming is requested to the camera via the
`getVideoURL()` function.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show examples of implemented video streaming
DApp GUI. When a user selects a camera to receive a video streaming
service on the landing page, the camera displays a thumbnail of the shot
scene (Figure 9). When the user inputs the desired time in the blank space,
the cost is calculated and displayed. Press the ‘Send Token’ button to send
the calculated token (Figure 10). Users watch the video being captured in
real-time from the corresponding camera once the transaction is completed
(Figure 11).
Using this system took an average of 20 s~30 s to deposit the tokens and start receiving the video streaming service. The average processing time is similar to when the deposit transaction is written to the Ethereum block, and the block is created through the consensus process. In the case of service interruption caused by an error either on the service provider’s side or user side, the smart contract of the camera can react on it instantly to stop the off-chain transaction and finalise the service.

5 Conclusion

The IoT camera video streaming scenario was proposed and was implemented the IoT camera video streaming system that operates. With standardised APIs and smart contracts in blockchain 2.0, the DApp can access IoT cameras on the Internet and receive video streaming services regardless of platform.

We examined off-chain transactions to overcome a low TPS and support a proper refund mechanism when service errors occur. By comparing the three off-chain transaction methods, we selected the state channel method
as the most suitable off-chain transaction for the IoT camera video streaming system. A new video streaming system scenario was proposed by applying the state channel method to the IoT camera video streaming system.

In the future, it is necessary to develop a more complex media service scenario that supports a plurality of media things such as a microphone, a display, and a speaker, rather than a simple form of a DApp-smart contracts-camera.
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